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Chapter 5

1 Introduction

1.1 What are the main sources of immigration law in 
Albania?

The most important Albanian regulations governing the immigration 
sector in Albania are: 
■ Law 108/2013 “On foreigners” (Law 108/2013);
■ Law 9901/2008 “On entrepreneurs and commercial companies” 

(Law 9901/2008);
■ Law 7995/1995 “On employment promotion” (Law 7995/ 

1995);
■ Decision of Council of Ministers (DCM) 513/2013 “On the 

determination of requirements, procedures and documentation 
of entrance, residence, and treatment of foreigners in the 
Republic of Albania” (DCM 513/2013);

■ DCM 66/2014 “On the determination of requirements, 
documentation and procedures for the obtainment, refusal 
and cancellation of the work permit for the highly skilled 
individuals of the type ‘A/KL’” (DCM 66/2014);

■ DCM 69/2014 “On the determination of requirements, 
documentation and procedures for the obtainment, refusal 
and cancellation of the permanent work permit of type ‘D’” 
(DCM 69/2014);

■ DCM 74/2014 “On the determination of requirements, 
documentation and procedures for the obtainment, refusal 
and cancellation of the work permit for voluntary services of 
type ‘A/SHV’” (DCM 74/2014);

■ DCM 78/2014 “On the determination of requirements, 
documentation and procedures for the obtainment, refusal, 
renewal and cancellation of the work permit, for specific 
cases, of type ‘C’” (DCM 78/2014); 

■ DCM 79/2014 “On the determination of requirements, 
documentation and procedures for the obtainment, refusal, 
renewal and cancellation of the work permit for independent 
professional activity, as an investor of type ‘B/I’” (DCM 
79/2014);

■ DCM 80/2014 “On the determination of requirements, 
documentation and procedures for the obtainment, refusal, 
renewal and cancellation of the work permit for the family 
members of type ‘A/AF’” (DCM 80/2014);

■ DCM 82/2014 “On the determination of  requirements, 
documentation and procedures for the obtainment, refusal, 
renewal and cancellation of the work permit for professional 
training of type ‘A/FP’” (DCM 82/2014);

■ DCM 85/2014 “On the determination of requirements, 
documentation and procedures for the obtainment, refusal 

and cancellation of the work permit for the secondees within 
the companies of type ‘A/TN’” (DCM 85/2014); and

■ Joint Instruction of the Ministry of Interior Affairs and the 
Director of the Secret Intelligence Service no. 265/2015 
“On the cooperation between the structures of the Ministry 
of Interior Affairs and of the Secret Intelligent Services with 
regard to the treatment procedures of the foreign employees 
legally residing in Albania” (Instruction 265/2015).

1.2 What authorities administer the corporate immigration 
system in Albania?

The Ministry of Foreign Affairs, through its consular representation 
offices outside Albania, is the competent authority for granting 
entrance, residence and transit visas for foreigners (Section II (B) 
of DCM 513/2013).
The consular representation offices of other countries may grant 
entrance, residence and transit visas, if so stipulated in bilateral 
or multilateral agreements.  In some particular cases, the relevant 
regional border and immigration authority is responsible for 
granting visas at the border, as well as issuing residence permits 
(Articles 23, 26, 33, 61 of Law 108/2013).
Working permits are issued by regional Labour Offices where the 
employer exercises its activities, or by the General Directorate 
of National Labour Service, in the case an employer exercises its 
activities in more than one region.  The request for working permits 
may also be filed with the diplomatic representations of the Republic 
of Albania in the country of origin of the foreigner, and is then 
transferred to the file of the General Directorate of the National 
Labour Service (point 4 of DCM 85/2014; point 6 of DCM 80/2014).

1.3 Is Albania part of a multilateral agreement between 
countries (EU/NAFTA/MERCOSUR) which facilitates 
the movement of people between countries for 
employment purposes?

Albania is not part of any multilateral agreements facilitating the 
movement of people for employment purposes.

2 Business Visitors

2.1 Can business visitors enter Albania under a relevant 
visa waiver programme?

Business visitors are not treated as a specific category under 
Albanian Law with regard to visa requirements for foreign citizens.  

Krisela Qirushi

Evis Jani

Gjika & Associates Attorneys at Law

Albania
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3 Immigration Compliance and Illegal 
Working

3.1 Do the national authorities in Albania operate a 
system of compliance inspections of employers who 
regularly employ foreign nationals?

Employers who employ foreigners are subject to inspections by the 
Labour Inspectorate and the regional border and migration authority 
(Article 137 (c) of Law 108/2013).

3.2 What are the rules on the prevention of illegal 
working?

In order to prevent illegal working, Law 108/2013 stipulates rules 
to be observed by employers, as well as the right of the relevant 
authorities to inspect such employers.  Employers should: 
■ request that a foreign employee provide a residence permit or 

other authorisation, valid for the duration of the employment 
period;

■ keep a copy of the residence permit or authorisation;
■ notify the Labour Inspectorate and the relevant border 

and immigration authority within eight days as of the 
commencement or the termination of a foreigner’s 
employment;

■ cover the expenses of repatriation for a foreign employee in 
the case that they are found to have been illegally working for 
the respective employer; and

■ pay any outstanding amount related to a foreign employee 
working illegally, i.e. social and health contributions, 
administrative penalties, etc. (Article 71 (7) and 137 (1) of 
Law 108/2013).

Failure to comply with the above may result in the following fines 
being imposed on the employer:
■ from 350,000 Albanian lek (“ALL”) to 400,000 ALL per each 

person in the case of an illegal worker;
■ from 50,000 ALL to 100,000 ALL per each person in the 

case of failure to keep a copy of the residence permit or 
authorisation of a foreign employee;

■ from 20,000 ALL to 30,000 ALL per each foreign employee 
in the case of failure to notify the relevant authorities on the 
commencement/termination of their employment (i.e. the 
Labour Inspectorate and the relevant border and immigration 
authority); and/or

■ from 200,000 ALL to 300,000 ALL in the case of failure 
to comply with the obligations imposed by the Law on 
Foreigners, other than those listed above (Article 145 1 (a), 
iii, d, h, g and j).

In addition to the above, in the case of an illegal worker (due to 
illegal residence in the territory of Albania) the relevant border 
and immigration authority may propose to the competent Albanian 
authority additional measures such as:
■ exclusion from the right to take advantage of public benefits, 

aids or financing for a period up to five years;
■ exclusion from the right to enter into public contracts for a 

period up to five years; and/or
■ temporary or definitive closing of the legal entity that illegally 

employed an employee (Article 137 (4) of Law 108/2013).

Business visitors are entitled to freely enter into the territory of the 
Republic of Albania provided that they are:
■ citizens of countries that are excluded from the obligation of 

applying for a visa, namely, citizens of Andorra, Argentina, 
Armenia, Australia, Azerbaijan, Bosnia and Herzegovina, 
Brazil, Canada, China, Chile, EU countries, the Holy See, 
Hong Kong, Israel, Japan, Kazakhstan, Kosovo, Malaysia, 
Macedonia, Monaco, Montenegro, New Zealand, Schengen 
zone countries, Ukraine, the USA, the Republic of South 
Korea, San Marino, Serbia, Singapore, Taiwan, Turkey, the 
United Arab Emirates and Kuwait;

■ holders of a Schengen visa with multiple entries, provided 
that the visa has been previously used in one of the Schengen 
area member states, or holders of a residence permit granted 
in one of the Schengen area member states;

■ holders of a visa with multiple entries, or a residence permit, 
granted from the USA, Great Britain or North Ireland, 
provided that the visa has been previously used; or

■ citizens that are entitled to enter into and stay in the 
Schengen area member states without a visa (Article 30 (1) 
of Law 108/2013, section II (A) (2) (6) and Annex 3 of DCM 
513/2013).

2.2 What is the maximum period for which business 
visitors can enter Albania?

Business visitors and citizens of countries that are excluded from the 
obligation of applying for a visa, as well as business visitor holders 
of a type ‘C’ visa, are entitled to enter Albania for a maximum period 
of 90 days out of 180 days as of their first entrance date (Article 30 
(2) of Law 108/2013). 

2.3 What activities are business visitors able to 
undertake?

Business visitors are entitled to carry out negotiations for the 
purpose of establishing a commercial activity, enter into agreements 
for services offered, manage a company or a department/section 
within a company and supervise and manage employees (Article 3 
(11) of Law 108/2013).

2.4 Are there any special visitor categories which will 
enable business visitors to undertake work or provide 
services for a temporary period?

There are no special visitor categories, however business visitors 
are entitled to stay in Albania for up to one month within a year for 
the purpose of their activity without being subject to work permit 
requirements (Article 72 (b) (ii) of Law 108/2013).

2.5 Can business visitors receive short-term training?

Business visitors can receive short-term training provided that 
they have obtained a residence permit for unpaid training from the 
competent border and immigration authority.  EU and Schengen 
zone citizens are excluded from the obligation to obtain the above 
permit (Article 48 of Law 108/2013).
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Nevertheless, foreigners that are employed in one of the following 
sectors are excluded from the annual employment quota:
■ immigrant employers on the basis of bilateral agreements;
■ employers that hold key positions in companies, branches 

and representative offices;
■ inter-company transfer employees;
■ employees self-employed by a company that they wholly 

own or in which they own more than 51% of shares;
■ service providers in the Republic of Albania on behalf of a 

foreign employer;
■ teachers and lecturers in educational institutions that conduct 

teaching in language learning courses for national minorities;
■ athletes and artists working in the Republic of Albania;
■ employees that are remunerated for their work in a foreign 

non-profit organisation registered in the Republic of Albania;
■ members of Boards of Directors of religious or humanitarian 

foundations registered in the Republic of Albania;
■ employees in the context of youth exchange activities in the 

Republic of Albania in cooperation with other countries;
■ scientific research employees in scientific research, 

educational institutions or legal entities;
■ university professors, lecturers, instructors and guest lecturers 

from other universities; and
■ foreign employees that work on the basis of an international 

agreement (Article 83 of Law 108/2013).

4.7 Are employees who are sponsored to work in Albania 
required to demonstrate language proficiency?

With the exception of employers wishing to obtain a permanent 
work permit, which requires an employee to demonstrate good 
knowledge of the Albanian language, there is no language 
proficiency requirement for the purposes of working in Albania 
(point 1 (e) of DCM 69/2014).

4.8 Are employees who are sponsored to work in Albania 
required to undergo medical examinations before 
being admitted?

Foreign employees are not required to undergo any special medical 
examination before being admitted to work in Albania, with the 
exception of requirements applied for specific works, which applies 
for Albanian nationals as well (Article 145 (1) ë of Law 108/2013).

4.9 Are employees who are sponsored to work in Albania 
required to have medical insurance or are they 
entitled to any free public medical services?

Considering that a foreign employee can work in Albania upon the 
acquisition of the relevant residence permit, the attainment of which 
is subject to the filing with the competent authorities of a health 
insurance certificate covering the territory of Albania, medical 
insurance is required (Section III (B), point 6 of DCM 513/2013).

4.10 Does the work permit system allow employees who 
hold work permits to be seconded to a client site?

Albanian legislation does not prohibit the secondment of an 
employee to a client site.
However, considering that a work permit is obtained for a specific 
employer situated at a specific address and for a number of activities 
that are set forth therein, the secondment to an employer’s client site 

3.3 What are the penalties for organisations found to be 
employing foreign nationals without permission to 
work?

Organisations found to be employing foreign nationals without 
permission to work are subject to a fine of between 350,000 ALL and 
400,000 ALL for each employee (Article 145 (j) of Law 108/2013).

4 Corporate Immigration – General

4.1 Is there a system for registration of employers who 
wish to hire foreign nationals?

Albanian Law does not provide for a general registration system 
for employers, irrespective of whether the vacant position refers to 
Albanian nationals or foreigners (Law 7995/1995).

4.2 Do employers who hire foreign nationals have 
ongoing duties to ensure immigration compliance?

With the exception of the notification to the relevant Labour Office 
and the border and immigration authority for the commencement 
and termination of the employment of a foreign citizen, which 
should be delivered within eight days of the commencement of the 
work or termination, there are no other ongoing duties for hiring 
foreign nationals (Article 71 (7) of Law 108/2013).

4.3 Do the immigration authorities undertake routine 
inspections of employers who sponsor foreign 
nationals, to verify immigration compliance?

The competent border and immigration authority is entitled to 
undertake routine inspections in order to verify immigration 
compliance.  Unless otherwise evidenced by the employer, the 
employment relationship with illegal foreign workers shall be 
deemed to have been entered into at least six months prior to the day 
they were identified by the immigration authorities (Article 137 (3) 
of Law 108/2013). 

4.4 Do the immigration authorities maintain a list of 
skilled occupations which may be filled by foreign 
nationals?

There is no such formal list of skilled occupations which may be 
filled by foreign nationals.

4.5 Is there a recognition that some occupations may be 
in short supply and do special exemptions apply to 
certain sectors and occupations?

Albanian Law does not provide for a shortage occupation list.  

4.6 Are there annual quotas for different types of 
employment-related work permits or visas?

The annual employment quota is approved by the Council of 
Ministers every year by 1 October, upon the proposal of the 
Ministry of Labour, Social Affairs and Equal Opportunities (Article 
82 of Law 108/2013).  The annual employment quotas determine 
the activities and professions allowed to employ foreigners, as well 
as the maximum number of foreigners allowed for such professions. 
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8 Group or Intra-Company Transfer Work 
Permits

8.1 Does a specific immigration category exist for inter-
company transfers within international groups of 
companies?

Albanian Law provides for a specific immigration category for 
inter-company transfers within international groups of companies, 
namely work permits of type ‘A/TN’ (Article 89 of Law 108/2013).

8.2 What conditions must an employing company or 
organisation fulfil in order to qualify as part of a group 
of companies?

A company shall be considered as part of a group of companies 
provided that (a) it exercises its activities under the direction and 
instruction of another company, (b) at least 30% of the members of 
its Board of Administration, Supervisory Board or administrators 
are appointed by another company, or (c) at least 30% of votes at 
a General Meeting of Shareholders are held by another company 
(Article 207 of Law 9901/2008). 

8.3 What conditions must the employer fulfil in order 
to obtain a work permit for an intra-company group 
employee?

In order to obtain a work permit for an intra-company group 
employee, the employer, where the employee is transferred, should 
comply with the below conditions:
■ should not have fired an employee during the last six months;
■ should comply with the provisions of Albanian Law in force;
■ should not have refused to employ an unemployed person 

proposed by the Albanian Labour Office;
■ should not have been subject to any penalties for non-

compliance with Employment Law and the provisions of the 
Law on Foreigners during the last 12 months; and

■ should fulfil the obligations related to the payment of social 
and health contributions and relevant taxes (Articles 77 and 
89 (3) of Law 108/2013).

8.4 What is the process for obtaining a work permit for an 
intra-company group employee?

An application for a work permit can be filed by the secondee 
themselves or the employer where the secondee will be transferred 
to, to the duly authorised person at the relevant Labour Office in the 
territory where the employer exercises its activities, to the General 
Directorate of the National Labour Service, in the case the employer 
exercises its activities in more than one geographical region, or to 
the diplomatic representations of the Republic of Albania in the 
country of origin of the transferring company. 
The following documents should be filed for the purpose of 
obtaining a work permit: 
■ the application form signed by the secondee;
■ an excerpt from the commercial register of the country where 

the foreign company is registered;
■ the individual employment contract between the secondee 

and the foreign company, of a duration of at least 12 months 
prior to the transfer, for a specific employee category (i.e. 

is only possible provided that the employee has obtained the prior 
approval of the competent authority (Article 74 of Law 108/2013).

5 Highly Skilled Visas

5.1 Is there an immigration category which covers highly 
skilled individuals?

Albanian Law does not provide for a category that covers highly 
skilled visas. 

6 Investment or Establishment Work 
Permits

6.1 Is there an immigration category which permits 
employees to be authorised to work based on 
investment into your jurisdiction?

A foreign investor is entitled to obtain a three-year work permit, 
provided that the following conditions are met:
■ the value of investment amounts to at least 200,000 euros;
■ the ratio of employees should be 1:5 (one foreign employee to 

five Albanian employees; this is applicable to the governing 
bodies of the company as well);

■ the salary paid to employees should be at least equal to the 
average salary in Albania for the same positions during the 
previous year; and

■ a foreign investor should prove that the company they 
invested in is not running at a loss and has no outstanding 
amounts owing to tax authorities.

Foreign investors, as well as the business visitors, are entitled to 
obtain a permanent work permit provided that the value of the 
investment amounts to over 1 million euros and that more than 10 
Albanian employees are employed (Article 100 of Law 108/2013).

7 Temporary Work Permits

7.1 Is there an immigration category permitting the 
hiring of temporary workers for exchanges, career 
development, internships or other non-economic 
purposes?

There is an immigration category permitting the hiring of temporary 
workers for youth exchanges and voluntary services, provided 
that the activity at hand does not exceed a period of one year.  In 
addition, Albanian Law offers another category of work permit to 
foreign nationals wishing to undertake an internship in Albania; 
in such case the work permit is issued for a duration equal to the 
duration of the internship (Articles 93 and 95 of Law 108/2013).

7.2 Are there sector-specific temporary work permit 
categories which enable foreign workers to perform 
temporary work?

In relation to sector-specific temporary work permits, Albanian Law 
provides for a seasonal employment category that enables foreigners 
to perform temporary work in Albania for up to six months of each 
year (Article 88 of Law 108/2013). 
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issuance of a visa takes 15 days from the acceptance of the 
application, and in exceptional cases it may take up to 30 days.

8.7 How long are visas under the “initial” category valid 
for, and can they be extended?

Visas under the “initial” category of type ‘D’ are valid for a one-year 
period.  An extension is possible only in the case of force majeure 
or in humanitarian cases, provided that the request for extension 
is filed prior to the visa’s termination and that the foreigner was 
unable to leave the Albanian territory prior to the visa’s termination 
(Articles 22 and 27 of Law 108/2013).

8.8 Can employees coming under the intra-company 
transfer route apply for permanent residence?

An employee coming under the intra-company transfer route may 
apply for permanent residence, provided that all of the requirements 
for permanent residence, listed in section 12 below, are fulfilled. 

9 New Hire Work Permits

9.1 What is the main immigration category used for 
employers who wish to obtain work permits for new 
hires?

Albanian Law does not provide for any immigration category for 
employers who wish to obtain work permits for new hires.

9.2 Is there a requirement for labour market testing, to 
demonstrate that there are no suitable resident workers, 
before a work permit can be issued to new hires?

Before a new work permit is issued, a labour market test must be 
carried out in order to ensure that the vacant position cannot be filled 
by one of  the following categories:
■ Albanian unemployed job-seekers;
■ foreigners who are family members of Albanian citizens;
■ EU citizens and citizens of the Schengen zone;
■ family members of foreigners legally residing in Albania;
■ citizens of countries with which Albania has entered into 

bilateral or multilateral employment agreements; and
■ foreigners who enjoy priority, as listed below in question 9.3 

(Article 84 of Law 108/2013).

9.3 Are there any exemptions to carrying out a resident 
labour market test?

The following categories of foreigners enjoy priority, and are 
exempted from the labour market test for the purpose of obtaining 
a work permit:
■ the spouse of an Albanian citizen holding a one-year residence 

permit;
■ highly skilled professionals;
■ transferred employees of an intra-company group;
■ a foreigner who has completed a public or private professional 

high school in the Republic of Albania; and
■ a foreigner who has been employed pursuant to an 

international or inter-governmental agreement (Article 85 of 
Law 108/20130).

administrator, specialist, professional training secondee, 
business service provider, contractual service provider, 
independent professional offering contractual services), or 
the individual employment contract certifying the existing 
employment relationship for other employee categories;

■ the declaration of transfer, issued by the foreign company, 
certifying the transfer of the relevant secondee, and 
determining the duration and content of the work to be 
performed by the secondee, as well as identifying the 
employer where the relevant secondee shall be transferred to;

■ any certificates and evidence of specialised qualifications and 
experience;

■ a copy of the secondees’ passport;
■ an authorisation in the case the application is submitted by a 

third person; and
■ five photos.
All documents should be original or certified copies translated into 
the Albanian language.
The work permit is issued within 10 days from the date of filing of 
the complete documentation. 
In the case the application is filed with the diplomatic representations 
of the Republic of Albania in the country of origin of the transferring 
company, the latter transfers the application to the Ministry of Social 
Welfare and Youth, through the Ministry of Foreign Affairs.  The 
Ministry of Social Welfare and Youth examines the application 
through the relevant Labour Office or the General Directorate of 
the National Labour Service, and notifies the relevant diplomatic 
representations of the Republic of Albania, through the Ministry of 
Foreign Affairs, of the approval or refusal of the work permit (DCM 
85/2014, Article 89 of Law 108/2013). 

8.5 What is the process for the employee to obtain a visa 
under the intra-company group transfer category?

For the purpose of obtaining a visa, the secondee should file the 
following documents with the diplomatic representations or 
consular offices outside Albania: 
■ the application form of the visa;
■ one photo of 47mm x 36mm, no older than six months before 

the application;
■ a copy of a valid travel document (valid for at least three months 

more than the period of validity of the requested visa);
■ a travel health insurance policy;
■ the invitation from the employer where the secondee will be 

transferred to, as well as the excerpt issued from the register 
of commerce held by the National Registration Centre;

■ documents proving the professional qualifications of the 
applicant in the country of origin; and

■ a copy of the work permit issued by the competent Albanian 
authority (point 8 of DCM 513/2013).

In the case of an application for the first time, the application 
should be filed personally by the secondee.  For follow-up/
extension applications, and if it is impossible for the secondee to 
file the application personally, the application may be filed by an 
authorised person, provided that the application form is signed by 
the beneficiary of the visa. 

8.6 How long does the process of obtaining the work 
permit and initial visa take?

A work permit is issued within 10 days of the application date, 
provided that all of the required documents are submitted.  The 
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Albania, notify the competent border and immigration authority of 
their address.  Exceptionally, citizens of Australia, Andorra, Israel, 
Japan, Canada, Lichtenstein, San Marino, the Holy See, USA, New 
Zealand and EU and Schengen area member states are excluded 
from the above obligation (Articles 30 (5) and 134 of Law 108/2013, 
Annex 1 of DCM 513/2013).

11  Dependants

11.1 Who qualifies as a dependant of a person coming to 
work on a sponsored basis?

The following qualify as dependants of a person coming to work on 
a sponsored basis: 
■ spouses;
■ civil/unmarried partners with whom the relationship is stable 

and has a proved character;
■ minor and unmarried children who are part of the family, 

including those placed in a custody regime who are in charge 
of the person coming to work in Albania or adopted by the 
latter;

■ adult unmarried children when they cannot satisfy their needs 
due to their state of health; and

■ first-line ancestors, provided that they are in the charge of the 
person coming to work in Albania or their spouse according 
to the law of the country of origin and that they do not enjoy 
proper family support in the country of origin (Article 3 (14) 
of Law 108/2013).

11.2 Do civil/unmarried or same-sex partners qualify as 
family members?

By virtue of Albanian Law, civil/unmarried partners are considered 
family members, provided that their relationship is stable and has 
a proved character, while same-sex partners do not qualify as such 
(Articles 3 (14) and 69 (2) of Law 108/2013; Article 163 of the 
Family Code).

11.3 Do spouses and partners have access to the labour 
market when they are admitted as dependants?

Spouses and partners have access to the labour market, through 
obtaining a one-year work permit on the basis of an employment 
contract/employment certificate in a family business, provided 
that they have obtained a residence permit for family reunification 
purposes and that the dependant has resided with the foreigner on 
a regular basis and for a continuous period of at least three years.  
Exceptionally, dependants that are EU and Schengen zone citizens are 
excluded from the obligation to obtain a work permit and therefore 
have access to the Albanian labour market under the same conditions 
as Albanian citizens (Articles 71 (9) and 94 of Law 108/2013).

11.4 Do children have access to the labour market?

Minors of 16 years or older may be employed and undertake works 
that do not damage their health and development.  Exceptionally, 
minors aged between 14 and 16 may be employed during summer 
vacations only and undertake works that do not damage their health 
and development.  The employment of minors between the ages 
of 14 and 16 is subject to a prior authorisation from the Labour 
Inspectorate (Articles 98 and 99 of the Labour Code) (Section C (4) 
of DCM 384/2006).

9.4 What is the process for obtaining a work permit for a 
new hire?

The process for obtaining a work permit for a new hire is the same 
as the process that applies for an intra-company group employee 
described in question 8.4 above. 

9.5 What is the process for the employee to obtain a visa 
under the intra-company group transfer category for a 
new hire?

The process for obtaining a visa for a new hire is the same as the 
process described in question 8.5 above.

9.6 How long does the process of obtaining the work 
permit and initial visa for a new hire take?

The time period for obtaining a work permit and visa for a new hire 
is the same as the time period for obtaining a visa under the intra-
company group transfer category described in question 8.6 above.

9.7 How long are initial visas for new hires granted for 
and can they be extended?

Initial visas for new hires may be extended for the same time and 
under the same conditions as visas under the “initial” category, 
described in question 8.7 above.

9.8 Is labour market testing required when the employee 
extends their residence?

In the case of an extension of a residence permit, a labour marketing 
test is not required.

9.9 Can employees coming as new hires apply for 
permanent residence?

Employees coming as new hires may apply for permanent residence 
under the same conditions as employees coming under the intra-
company transfer route described in question 8.8 above. 

10  Conditions of Stay for Work Permit   
 Holders

10.1 What are the conditions of stay of those who obtain 
work permits and are resident on this basis?

Any foreigner resident in the Republic of Albania on the basis of 
a work permit should comply with the conditions and the purpose 
of the work permit, and should notify the Labour Office or General 
Directorate of the National Labour Service immediately of any 
change in relation to the identity of the employer and/or the 
employment contract and the activities authorised to undertake as 
employee, and should obtain approval from the above-mentioned 
authorities (Article 74 of Law 108/2013).

10.2 Are work permit holders required to register with 
municipal authorities or the police after their arrival?

Work permit holders should, within 10 days as of their entry into 
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Therefore, in the case a foreigner has obtained several temporary 
work visas, and complies with the rule of five consecutive years’ 
residence, as well as the other above-mentioned conditions, they 
may be entitled to a permanent residence permit.

13  Bars to Admission

13.1 What are the main bars to admission for work?

The main bars to admission for work are the following:
■ the quotas determined every year by the Council of Ministers 

with regard to the number of foreign employees that may 
obtain work permits in Albania and the relevant sectors; and

■ the number of foreigners allowed to be employed in a 
company, which should not exceed 10% of the total number 
of employed staff (Article 84 of Law 108/2013).

13.2 Are criminal convictions a bar to obtaining work 
permission or a visa?

By virtue of Albanian Law, the issuance of a work permit or visa 
may be refused in the case that a foreigner is considered to be a risk 
to public security.  Therefore, criminal convictions may constitute 
a bar to obtaining both a visa and a work permit, however this is 
decided on a case-by-case basis (Articles 29 (1) (e) and 77 (g) of 
Law 108/2013).

12  Permanent Residence

12.1 What are the conditions for obtaining permanent 
residence?

For the purpose of obtaining permanent residence a foreigner should:
■ have legally resided in Albania for five consecutive years as 

of the first application for a residence permit.  For the purpose 
of calculating such time limit, it is allowed for the foreigner 
to be out of the territory of Albania for up to six consecutive 
months, but for no more than 10 months within five years.  
In the case that a foreigner has resided in Albania for study 
or professional training reasons, the above time limit is 2.5 
years;

■ have sufficient revenue and legal financial resources to 
ensure the sustainability and continuity of his/her life, and 
any relevant dependants, without needing to address the 
social welfare system;

■ have in place health insurance coverage in accordance with 
the health insurance system for Albanian citizens;

■ have appropriate accommodation for himself/herself and his/
her family in Albania;

■ have fulfilled all of the obligations towards the tax authorities;
■ have status of refugee in Albania (if applicable);
■ have good knowledge of the Albanian language, certified by 

a certificate; and
■ have not been convicted (Article 61 of Law 108/2013).

12.2 Is it possible to switch from a temporary work visa to 
a work visa which leads to permanent residence?

A foreigner is entitled to obtain permanent residence provided 
that the conditions stipulated above in question 12.1 are fulfilled.  
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Gjika & Associates is a dynamic business-oriented law firm, established in 2013 as a fruitful joining of highly skilled attorneys with extensive 
experience in the national and international arenas. 

Our attorneys possess the right combination of skills, experience and international understanding to help clients achieve their business goals.  
We identify and manage key commercial and legal risks, cutting through the law and solving business and legal issues sympathetically.  The firm 
possesses a complete understanding of the subtle differences of local approaches, laws and customs, and thus may facilitate with an integrated 
approach the transaction management obstacles faced by our clients. 

We advise on all aspects of domestic and cross-border transactional and general corporate issues, including acquisitions and disposals, corporate 
governance, mergers and re-organisations, equity capital markets, joint ventures, public and private mergers and strategic alliances, and litigation 
before arbitration panels and courts of all instances, as well as before the European Courts in Luxembourg and the European Court of Human Rights 
in Strasbourg.

Gjika & Associates is a recognised firm in the IFLR1000 2014 edition.

Krisela Qirushi joined Gjika & Associates as an Associate when it 
was established, and became a Senior Associate in January 2014.  
She graduated from the Department of Political Science and Public 
Administration of the University of Athens and the Law School of 
the University of Strasbourg, and holds a Master’s in European and 
International Law from the University of Strasbourg. 

Krisela has extensive experience in corporate law, employment law 
and foreign law, and provides legal assistance to both Albanian and 
foreign companies.

Krisela Qirushi
Gjika & Associates Attorneys at Law
ABA Business Centre
Papa GjonPali II Street
Tirana
Albania

Tel: +355 42 400 900 
Fax: +355 42 400 901
Email: kqirushi@gjika-associates.com
URL: www.gjika-associates.com

Evis Jani joined Gjika & Associates as a Senior Associate when it was 
established, and became a Partner in January 2014.  She graduated 
from the Law School of the University of Tirana and holds an LL.M. in 
European Law from the University of Geneva. 

Evis has extensive experience in providing legal counsel to domestic 
and international multinational companies, and focuses on business 
and commercial, tax and employment law, administrative and public 
procurement law, mergers and acquisitions, re-organisations, and 
corporate governance, as well as litigation before Albanian courts.

Evis Jani
Gjika & Associates Attorneys at Law
ABA Business Centre
Papa GjonPali II Street
Tirana
Albania

Tel: +355 42 400 900 
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